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The dynamics of interfacial slippage of entangled polystyrene (PS) films on an adsorbed layer 
of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) on silicon was studied from the surface capillary dynamics of the films. 
By using PS with different molecular weights, we observed slippage of the films in the viscoelastic 
liquid and rubbery solid state respectively. Remarkably, all our data can be explained by the linear 
equation, J = -MP and a single friction coefficient, , where J is the unit-width current, M is mobility 
and P is Laplace pressure. For viscous films, M is accountable by using conventional formulism. For 
rubbery films, M takes on different expressions depending on whether the displacements associated with 
the slip velocity, vs (~P/), dominate or elastic deformations induced by P dominate. For viscoelastic 
liquid films, M is the sum of the mobility of the films in the viscous and rubbery states.      
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Slippage is a common phenomenon [1-11]. For liquid films, it is well established. Typically, the 
dynamics is describable by a hydrodynamic boundary condition specified by a slip length, b or 
equivalently friction coefficient,   /b, provided s = vs. (Here,  is the viscosity of the liquid, and vs 
and s is the slip velocity and shear stress at the boundary, respectively [11].) However, there is no 
consensus on the analogous description for slipping solids. Friction measurements under low normal 
loads, FN, [12-14] and dewetting experiments [5] revealed that s ~ vs, with varying from 0.2 to 1 
[14,15]. But at small velocities (< ~0.01 m/s), stick-slip motions ensued [12]. Friction measurements 
under large FN’s revealed yet another set of behaviors that paralleled macroscopic friction [16]. However, 
these measurements usually entail damage to the substrate surface and hysteresis [13,16].        
In this experiment, we studied the slippage dynamics of entangled polystyrene supported by 
poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PS-PDMS) by measuring the surface capillary dynamics of the films, wherein 
FN = 0. We focused on the results obtained from the films in the rubbery state to investigate solid 
slippage. The dewetting phenomenon of this system had been studied in detail [5]. The results indicated 
that there were strong influences from the viscoelasticity of the PS film and nonlinear friction effects 
[15]. In those experiments, the Laplace pressure was ~106 Pa, comparable to the yield stress of PS [17]. 
The dewetting velocities were ~10-2 to ~103 μm/s  [12,13,18]. Stresses and velocities of these 
magnitudes had been noted to cause slip transitions and so non-linear effects [7]. In this experiment, the 
Laplace pressures were tens of Pa only [19]. The flow velocity was < ~10-8 m/s [19]. Under these 
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conditions, we observed a linear relation (s ~ vs) for the films with thickness, h0 > ~100 nm in the 
rubbery state. For the films with h0 < ~100 nm, the dynamics switched to one consistent with slippage 
amid stick-slip motions.   
All polymers were purchased from Scientific Polymer Products. The weight-average molecular 
weights (Mw) and polydispersity indices (PDI) of PS were 115, 393 and 940 kg/mol and < 1.2, 
respectively. The PDMS has Mw = 90 kg/mol and PDI = 1.96. Silicon wafers covered by an 102 5  nm 
thermal oxide were purchased from Siltronix. After cleaning by piranha solution and oxygen plasma as 
in Ref. [19], the substrates were coated with a PDMS film by spin-coating from a toluene solution. The 
films were annealed at 423 K for 5 h under ~1 Pa, followed by rinsing with toluene that left the substrate 
with an irreversibly adsorbed PDMS layer (thickness 7 1   nm). Solutions of PS in toluene were 
spin-coated onto this layer to form PS-PDMS as in Refs. [5,18]. Film thicknesses were determined by 
ellipsometry and atomic force microscopy (AFM). All measurements were performed on freshly 
prepared PS-PDMS without aging. 
Our dynamic measurement is based on the fact that as-cast spin-coated polymer films are 
smoother than equilibrium [19]. So they roughen when heated to a sufficiently high temperature, T. To 
monitor the roughening dynamics, we captured topographic images of the sample by tapping-mode 
AFM after annealing it in N2 for different times, t, at T = 393 K. Then the images (checked to contain no 
holes) were multiplied by a Welch function, Fourier-transformed and radial-averaged to produce the 
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power spectral density, PSD [19].  
We had previously studied the dynamics of entangled PS on silica (PS-SiOx) by using this method 
[19,20]. We found that there were simultaneous fast and slow dynamic modes. The fast modes were 
attributable to the dynamics of the polymer in the rubbery state and the slow ones to those in the viscous 
state. To accommodate both dynamics, we used adiabatic approximation [20]. By further assuming the 
no-slip boundary condition, the lubrication and linear approximations, we derived the t-dependent PSD 
[20]: 
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A2q,elastic = kBT / [q2+30/(h03q2)] and A2q(∞) = kBT/q2. Here, contributions from the van der Waals 
potential have been omitted as they are negligibly small (Section I of SM), q is the relaxation rate of the 
surface capillary wave with wavevector q, kB is the Boltzmann constant, , 0 and M denote, respectively, 
the surface tension, rubbery shear modulus and mobility of the film. A2q,0 is the initial PSD before any 
annealing. A2q,elastic is the PSD of a non-slipping elastic film with shear modulus 0 and thickness h0 [21]. 
M  is related to the film’s viscosity, , by M  h03/(3) [19,22]. In this model,   /0 gives the onset 
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time for the excitation of the slow modes [20,23]. Notably, Eq. (1c) is the same as that derived by Safran 
and Klein [24] for Maxwell liquid films with shear modulus 0 and viscosity , for which   /0. In Eq. 
(1a), it is assumed that the PSD jumps from A2q,0 to A
2
q,short-time in a short time (Section II of SM). The 
jump, attributable to the glass-to-rubber transition, is expected to occur in a short time (t < 1 s [25]) 
consistent with observation. After the jump, our model predicts that the PSD stays stagnant, equal to 
A2q,short-time for t << , then evolves as a liquid film with viscosity  toward the equilibrium liquid-state 
PSD, A2q(∞), when t >>  (dotted line in Fig. 1). Figures 1 and S2 show representative sequences of PSDs 
we obtained (symbols) and the best fits to Eq. (1). (Sections III & IV of SM.) As one may see, the model  
 
FIG. 1.  A time-sequence of PSDs obtained from a PS-PDMS film (Mw = 940 kg/mol, h0 = 104 nm) with t indicated 
in the legend. The solid lines are the best fit to Eq. (1) with  = 0.025 N/m, eff = 0 = (3.4±1.0) kPa and eff =  = 
(1.1±0.3)108 Pas. The dotted line is A2q(∞) = kBT/q2. 
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describes the data well.    
Several points are noteworthy. (i) Although residual stress should be present in our films [5,26], it 
did not influence the measured surface capillary dynamics [27]. (ii) The PSD of the films after the jump 
from the glass-to-rubbery transition or A2q,short-time has two parts. One part is A
2
q,elastic, which is the PSD of 
the film in the rubbery state if the film had been perfectly flat from start. From Fig. S1(b), A2q,elastic is 
truncated below a lower cut-off wavevector, qc = (30/h03)1/4. The second part, namely the first term of 
Eq. (1b), is the low-q remnant of the initial PSD after the q > qc portion of the spectrum has evolved into 
A2q,elastic (Fig. S1(b)). (iii) Equation (1) assumes the no-slip condition. If there is slippage in the films, the 
values of  and 0 obtained by fitting the data to Eq. (1) will not be the actual viscosity and shear modulus, 
but are effective values, denoted by eff and eff, respectively, below. Equations (S9)-(S11) give the 
relations between eff and 0 and those between qc and 0 under various boundary conditions (Section VI, 
SM).  
Here, we discuss the relations between eff (and equivalently M) and the physical properties of 
the film under different slip conditions. Consider an in-plane Laplace pressure gradient, xP = -x3h(x, t), 
due to fluctuations in the film height h0 along an arbitrary direction of x (Fig. 2(a)). This pressure gradient 
would cause a velocity profile v(z) (// -xP) in the film, where z is the out-of-plane coordinate. As in Refs. 
[19,20,22,28], we define M  -J/xP, where
0
0
( )
h
J v z dz  ) and eff  h0
3/3M. For slipping liquids, the  
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FIG. 2 (a) Experimental geometry and a representative v(z) of a strongly slipping liquid due to an applied xP. The 
blue shaded area is the unit-width current, J. (b) Effective viscosity versus film thickness of PS-PDMS with 
different Mw’s as marked. The solid and dashed line is the best fit to eff = h03/3M, with M = h02/ and M = 
h0/(3n0), respectively. The dotted line is a calculation using M = h0/(3n0) + (h03/3 + h02/). 
 
dynamics is commonly described by the slip length, b [11]. A representative velocity profile v(z) of a 
strongly slipping liquid film (viz. b > h0) is shown in Fig. 2(a) . By definition, b  dv/dz|z=0 = vs/b. 
Assuming that the liquid viscosity is , the shear stress at the slip boundary is s = dv/dz|z=0. The two give 
the linear relation, vs = swith   /b. In the weak slip regime [11],  
M = h0
3/3 + h02/      (for slipping liquid).         (2)
In the strong-slip regime for overdamped dynamics, the equation of motion is [11]:  
     02 / 2 /x x xv b h v bh P       .                                (3) 
Introducing the dimensionless coordinate, x’ = x / , where  is the horizontal length scale of the 
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problem, the first term on the RHS can be written as 4(/h0)x’2v, where   b(h0/)2 is a rescaled slip 
length. If /h0 << 1, which applies to our films (Section VII, SM), this term is negligible. Equation (3) 
becomes M = J/xP = h0v/xP = (bh02/= h02/ Clearly, this result is accountable by Eq. (2) under 
the presumed condition for strong slip, namely b >> h0. Therefore, we adopt Eq. (2) for the viscous-state 
mobility of all our films.   
 In solid films, we presume that xP also imparts a slip velocity, vs. As before for liquid films, 
we propose that vs = x/ = h0xP/ and will verify it by experiment later. For solids, dv/dz must be zero 
otherwise shear strain will grow unlimitedly with time, which is unphysical. Therefore, the dynamics 
must be plug flow and v(z) = vs. This gives J = h0vs = h0
2xP/ and 
 
hfor slipping solid).
Equation (4) implies that eff = h0/3, which is linear in h0. In this work, we employ  rather than b in 
describing slippage because the concept of b (which presumes that dv/dz  0) is inappropriate for solids. 
A recent result of Cross et al. [14] may reflect this issue.  
Figure 2(b) displays the data of eff versus h0 in a log-log scale. As one can see, the data of the 
PS393k and PS940k films (solid symbols) overlap. We found that eff ~ h0 for h0 > 100 nm, but eff ~ h02 
for h0 < 100 nm. Fitting the h0 > 100 nm data to Eq. (4) gives  = (5.8  0.5)  106 Pas/nm. For the PS115k 
films, the data (open circles) approach a plateau value on the right, which is close to the bulk viscosity of 
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PS115k (bulk ≈ 3.8  108 Pas [29]). We had tried in vain to fit this data to Eq. (2). Specifically, while Eq. 
(2) describes the data in the plateau region well, it does poorly in the thin film region where the data 
converge to the eff ~ h02 dependence exhibited by the higher Mw films (dashed line).  
To gain insight into the eff ~ h02 dependence, we examine the plot of eff versus h0 (Fig. 3(a)). 
There, one sees that eff = 6  4 kPa for h0 > ~100 nm. This value agrees within a factor of ~2 with the 0 
of PS-SiOx, which is non-slipping for this range of h0. [19,28]. Below ~100 nm, eff is a function of h0. 
Specifically, for intermediate h0’s (~39  h0  ~100 nm), the data is describable by eff = (qc,pin4/3)h03  
 
 
FIG. 3. (a) (Main) A summary of eff versus h0 of our films. The solid line denotes the eff(h0) function for NS 
films, namely eff = 0. The dashed line denotes that when lpin = 2/qc (Eq. (S11)). The dotted line denotes the case 
when the films are FS (Eq. (S10)). (Inset) Vertically shifted A2q,short-time of the PS940k films with 39  h0  104 nm 
showing that qc ≈ 4.5 m-1. The dash-dot lines denote the A2q(∞)’s. The wavevectors marked as 1.73qc, are where 
[A2q,(∞) -A2q,elastic]/A2q,(∞) = 0.1. (b) Drawings showing why 2/qc > (<) lpin leads to a NS (FS) case.   
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(dashed line), where qc,pin is a constant with the best fit value of 4.5 ± 0.5 m-1 provided  = 0.03 N/m. For 
small h0’s ( 39 nm), eff = (1602/3)h0 using no adjustable parameters (dotted line). These observations 
are consistent with the substrate consisted of discrete pins separated by an average distance of lpin = 
2/qc,pin. For such a substrate, the capillary waves with wavelengths 2/q > lpin should see the substrate to 
be non-slipping (NS) (Fig. 3(b)) but those with 2/q < lpin should see it as freely slipping (FS) (Fig. 3(b)). 
Concomitantly, we noted above that eff(h0) was consistent with the NS case (Eqs. (S9) for h0 > ~100 nm, 
but the FS case (S10)) for h0  39 nm. Then the constant qc found in the intermediate h0’s (inset of Fig. 
3(a)) is most naturally ascribed the value of 2/lpin.  
It has been noted that Eq. (4) fits the eff versus h0 data of the films with Mw ≥ 393 kg/mol and 
h0 > ~100 nm. But in fact, Eq. (2) does too, attributable to b >> h0 for these films. (By using bulk = 2.1  
1010 Pas for PS393k and  = 5.8106 Pas/nm, one finds b = 3700 nm. For PS940k, b is even bigger.)  It 
is then important to clarify if our films were solid or liquid when the slow dynamics commenced. To this 
end, we plotted  ( eff/eff) versus h0 in Fig. 4. We also calculated the reptation time of the films, rep (= 
bulk / 0) by using the reported values of bulk [29] and 0 = 6 kPa. The calculation gave rep ≈ 6104 s for 
PS115k and rep ≥ 4  106 for Mw ≥ 393 kg/molThe finding,  < rep, means that we should regard the eff 
~ h0 dependence exhibited by the Mw ≥ 393 kg/mol and h0 > ~100 nm films to be a slipping solid behavior. 
Paradoxically, the eff of the very same films exhibited the NS character from Fig. 3(a). To reconcile these 
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FIG. 4. Crossover time, for the onset of the slow-mode dynamics, plotted versus film thickness. The dotted line is 
the solid line in Fig. 2(b) dividend by 0 = 6 kPa. The dashed line is  = 4  104 s, which is the average value of  for 
h0  100 nm. The error bars of  are calculated based on propagation of uncertainties due to those of  eff and eff.  
 
observations, we propose the substrate pins inferred from Fig. 3 to be non-permanent and their 
relaxations after  gave way to the onset of slow dynamics.  
In deriving Eq. (4), it was assumed that vs = sMoreover, any elastic displacements of the 
films due to s were neglected. As h0 decreases, vs decreases. In addition, the elastic constant of a film, K 
~ 20(1+)h0  30h0 (where   0.5 is Poisson’s ratio) gets smaller. So at small enough h0, the 
contribution from the film’s elastic deformation to M may not be ignored.  
Consider a pressure gradient xP acting on a solid film supported by a surface with discrete pins 
~lpin apart. The surface stress, s = h0xP engenders pulls on the pins. Balance of forces requires that 
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n f = h0xP where n = 1/lpin2. When a pin (at some site j) is released, the forces become imbalanced. 
The unbalanced force fj would cause the film to slide by some amount that we label x. Sometime later, 
a new pin is formed to maintain the total number of pins to the same value. But generally it does not 
contribute to the force balance as it is most likely formed after the system has reached equilibrium. 
Assuming linear response, x ~ fj/K. If depin is the lifetime of a pin, the velocity of the film arising is vx 
~ f /(depinK). Using this, 0 xn f h P  , M =  vxh0 /xP and K = 30h0, we obtain  
 i 00 dep n3/h nM   .                              (5)  
This gives eff ~ ndepin0h02. On fitting Eq. (5) to the Mw ≥ 393 kg/mol and 0h  < 100 nm data, we 
obtain eff ~ 8000h02 (dashed line, Fig. 2(b)). To estimate the theoretical value of the prefactor, ndepin0, 
we use n = (5 ± 1)  1011 m-2, depin =  = (4 ± 3)104 s and 0 = 6 kPa, which give 120 Pas/nm2, i.e., 67 
times smaller than the experimental value. In the above derivation, we had assumed that only h0xP and 
the pinning forces fj act on the film. But in practice, there could be other forces. Damman et al. [6] found 
that the PS-PDMS interfaces were diffusive. With this, the picture portrayed above, with each pin 
possessing the same strength, is clearly too simple. Instead, there must be numerous shorter pins that 
though may not contribute to steady-state observables, such as n, may contribute to  making eff 
higher.   
 Next, we account for the eff versus h0 of the 115 kg/mol films. Figure 4 shows that  ~ rep = 6 
 10-4 s. Then the slippage dynamics of these films in the liquid state may contribute to M besides those 
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of the rubbery state. We thus write M to be M = h0/(3n0) + (h03/3 + h02/). By using the best fit values 
of 1/(3n0) and  found above and  = bulk for PS115k, we attained excellent agreement with 
experiment without using any adjustable parameters (dotted line, Fig. 2(b)).  
It is remarkable that a single value of  is able to fit all the data. By using this value, we 
estimate that b   = 66 ± 13 nm for the PS115k films. This value is comparable, within uncertainty, to 
that measured for PDMS on PDMS-adsorbed-on-Si by dewetting ( 250 ± 180 nm) [30] upon rescaling 
to match the Mw using b ~  ~ Mw3.4. The smaller slip length we found might be due to the higher Mw of 
our PDMS (namely, 90k as opposed to 8.8k [30]). Higher Mw of the adsorbed polymer engenders a 
broader interface [31] and hence bigger .   
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I. Influence of the van der Waals potential on the surface capillary wave dynamics 
A more complete solution to the time-dependent PSD of non-slip, viscoelastic films 
include contributions from the van der Waals (vdW) potential, G(h) [1]:  
 2 2 B,short-time 2
0
( ) exp(2 ) 1 exp(2 )
"( )
q q q q
k T
A t A t t
q G h
 
     
 
,                      (S1a)  
where            
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q G h h q 
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       
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G(h0) = A/(12h02), A is the Hamaker’s constant, G”(h0)  2G/h2|h=h0 and the other parameters 
have the same meaning as in the main text. In this experiment, h0  23 nm at which A = -3.910-
21 J [2]. Then G”(h0)  2.2109 Jm-4. The range of q covered in this experiment is > ~1 m-1. By 
using = 0.03 Jm-2, one has q2 > ~31010 Jm-4. Therefore, the vdW potential should have 
negligible impact on the measured dynamics.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
II. Physical meanings about the time-dependent PSD, A2q(t), from Eqs. (1a)-(1c)  
 
As explained in the main text, the PSDs of the film jumped abruptly from the initial PSD, 
A2q,0, to A
2
q,short-time (Eq. (1b)):  
       
2
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where A2q,elastic  kBT / [q2+30/(h03q2)] is the PSD of a non-slipping elastic film with shear 
modulus 0 and thickness h0 [3]. Figure S1(a) is a duplicate of Fig. 1 for the PSDs (symbols) and 
corresponding fits to Eq. (1) (solid lines) of a h0 = 104 nm PS940k-PDMS film. The thick dashed 
line in this figure is a plot of A2q,short-time calculated by using the fit parameters. As the data show, 
the PSD evolved quickly from A2q,0, to A
2
q,short-time. Moreover, it remained stagnant between t = 
1500 and 6000 s (which are <<  = 32000 s).  In Fig. S1(b), the orange and pink dash line 
displays the first and second term, respectively, of A2q,short-time (Eq. (1b) or Eq. (S2)). One may 
see from the figure that the second term (A2q,elastic) peaks at qc = (30/h03)1/4. The first term 
(orange dashed line, Fig. S1(b)) constitutes a low-q background that originates from remnant of 
A2q,0 (black solid line, Fig. S1(b)) after its q > qc portion has evolved into A
2
q,elastic (pink dashed 
line, Fig. S1(b)). 
 
    
FIG. S1 (a) A duplicate of Fig. 1 for the PSDs of a PS940k-PDMS film (h0 = 104 nm and T = 
393 K), but with the curves of A2q,short-time (thick dashed line) and A
2
q(∞) (dotted line), and an 
arrow indicating q = 1.73qc added to the plot. (n.b. At q = 1.73qc, [A
2
q,(∞) -A2q,elastic]/ A2q,(∞) = 
0.1. Visually, it is approximately where A2q,elastic departs from A
2
q,(∞).) (b) Breakdown of A2q,short-
time (Eq. (1b) or Eq. (S2)) into its low-q background (orange dashed line) and A
2
q,elastic (pink 
dashed line). The  arrow indicates q = qc where A2q,elastic is a maximum. 
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III. Representative PSD’s and the corresponding fits to Eq. (1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG. S2. Power spectral density, PSD (symbols) and fits to Eq. (1) (solid lines that are not black) 
obtained from nine PS-PDMS films. The figure legends indicate the annealing times. 
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IV. Procedure to fit the experimental PSD’s data to Eq. (1) 
In fitting the experimental PSD’s to Eq. (1),  was first determined by fitting the high-q 
region of the data to kBT/(q2) until the error parameter,  = <[Aq2theory(t) - Aq2(t)] / Aq2(t)> was 
minimized, where <…> denotes averaging over the relevant q and t ranges targeted for the fit. In 
fitting , we employed the data with t > 0 and q’s exceeding the lower cut-off wavevector of the 
PSDs.  The fit value of  usually lies between 0.02 and 0.035 N/m. 
 After determining , we determined eff. In this step, we set the value of eff to a large 
value of 10100 Pas. At this setting, q’t << 1. Then the model of A2q(t) would be A2q,short-time, 
which is a function of , h0, T and eff only. We set  to be the fit value found in the last step and 
fixed h0 and T to the experimental values while varying eff to obtain the best fit to the stagnant 
PSDs.  
 In the last step, we varied eff while fixing  and eff to the values found above until  
was minimized globally. 
The uncertainty of a given parameter was determined by varying the value of that 
parameter from its best fit value while keeping the other parameters fixed until  was increased 
by 10% from the minimum. 
 
 
 
V. The equilibrium PSD and cut-off wavevector of freely slipping (FS) elastic films 
Consider an elastic film supported by a substrate in the x-y plane with negligible friction. 
This corresponds to the long slip-length limit and the planer displacements and elastic strains are 
6 
 
independent of z. Movements of the film are solely due to longitudinal deformations. According 
to the theory of elasticity for thin solid plates [4],  
 
( )
1
zz xx yy
v
u u u
v
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
                                                 (S3) 
2
( )
1
xx xx yy
E
u vu
v
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
                                                (S4) 
where v  and E  are the Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus, respectively. 
 The normal modes of in-plane deformations with in-plane wavevector q are the acoustic 
dilatational (i.e., longitudinal) and acoustic shear (i.e., transverse) modes with displacements 
parallel and perpendicular to q, respectively. The shear modes do not affect the height profile of 
the film and would not be considered here. We focus on the dilatational modes. Without loss of 
generality, let q be parallel to x. The strain uyy is uniform with respect to y and so uyy = 0. In 
addition, we assume incompressibility and so  = 1/2. Equations (S3) and (S4) reduce to: 
zz xxu u                                                               (S5) 
4
3
xx xxEu                                                            (S6) 
We further assume that deformations of the film are mostly induced by in-plane stresses due to 
Laplace pressure gradients and friction with the substrate. Then xx  and yy  should be larger 
than zz . We thus adopt the approximation zz  = 0. The strain energy density is given by 
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Using 0 0( ) /zzu h h h , the free energy of a film is 
S0
2[ ( ) ]
2
F dxdy h Uh

    
2
0
2
0( )2[ ( ) ]
2 3
h
dxdy h E
h
h
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
                                      (S7) 
 
We had previously [1] solved the equilibrium elastic-state PSD of thin films with free-energy of 
the general form, 2[ ( ) ( )]
2
F dxdy h h

    (where ( )h  is an arbitrary potential energy 
function of h) and found that it was given by A2q,elastic,FS = kBT/(q2 +  "( )h ) [1]. Please note 
that we have labeled this elastic-state PSD by the subscript “FS” to distinguish it from the 
elastic-state PSD for non-slipping films (i.e., A2q,elastic = kBT / [q2+30/(h03q2)]). On substituting 
0"( )h = (4/3) (E/h0), we obtain 
 
2 B B
,elastic
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2 0
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k T k T
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h h
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where use has been made of the assumptions 02 (1 )E v  and 0.5v  , with 0  being the shear 
modulus and   the Poisson’s ratio. One can show that A2q,elastic,FS peaks at q = (40/h0)1/2, which 
we denote by qc,FS(h0). It is common to refer to the peak wavevector as the lower cut-off 
wavevector because below this wavevector, the PSD decreases with decreasing q. 
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VI. Effective shear modulus, eff, and lower cutoff wavevector, qc, for different substrate 
boundaries 
 Our model discussed in the main text (Eqs. (1a-1c)) for the evolution of the PSD assumes 
the film to have no slip (NS) Under this condition, A2q,elastic = kBT / [q2+30/(h03q2)] [3]. In this 
experiment, we define effective shear modulus, eff, to be the value of 0 obtained by fitting the 
stagnant PSDs to this expression plus a low-q background (Eq. (1b) or Eq. (S2)). An alternative 
way to determine eff is to first determine qc then use the relation qc  (3eff/h03)1/4 presumed in 
our model. To determine qc, one can make use of the fact that [A
2
q,(∞) -A2q,elastic]/A2q,(∞) = 0.1 at 
q = 1.73qc. Visually, q = 1.73qc is approximately where A
2
q,(∞) and A2q,elastic begin to depart (Fig. 
S1(a) and inset of Fig. 3(a)).     
As discussed in the main text, the eff ~ h0 linear dependence exhibited by the Mw ≥ 393 
kg/mol, h0 > 100 nm films is a slipping solid behavior (Eq. (4)). Then the value of eff obtained 
directly from our capillary wave model (Eq. (1)) would not be the actual shear modulus, 0. 
However, the two are related. If the films are freely slipping, qc = qc,FS(h0) = (40/h0)1/2 from 
Section V. But as just discussed, the experimentally observed qc is related to eff by qc  
(3eff/h03)1/4. By setting these two expressions of qc equal, one sees that a freely slipping (FS) 
boundary condition should lead to the observation, eff = (1602/3)h0 in experiment.  
As discussed in the main text, our substrate boundary may be described by one consisting 
of discrete pins with an average separation of lpin. For surface capillary waves with wavelengths 
longer than lpin or equivalently qc < 2/lpin (Fig. S3(a)), the waves would see the film to be non-
slipping (NS) and so qc = qc,NS(h0) = (30/h03)1/4. But for surface capillary waves with qc >  
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FIG. S3. (a) & (b) depict drawings of a substrate boundary with discrete pins separated by an 
average distance of lpin. In (a), the surface capillary wavelength, 2/q is bigger than lpin. Then the 
wave sees the substrate to be non-slipping (NS). In (b), 2/q is smaller than lpin. The wave sees 
the substrate to be freely slipping (FS).  (c) Lower cut-off wavevector, qc, vs. film thickness, h0, 
of our films. The solid and dashed line is the calculation of qc,FS and qc,NS, respectively, using  = 
0.03 N/m and 0 = 5.8 kPa. The middle region exhibits qc = 4.5 m-1, which we identify with 
2/lpin as reasoned in the text. The limiting h0’s of the middle region are denoted by h1 and h2 (< 
h1). Together, this figure explains why the films may behave as NS for h0 > h1 but FS for h0 < h2. 
 
 
2/lpin (Fig. S3(b)), the waves would see the film as freely slipping (FS) and so qc = qc,FS(h0). 
Figure S3(c) displays a plot of qc versus h0 of all our films.  We find that the data can be 
described by qc = qc,FS(h0) (solid line) for h0 < h2 and qc = qc,NS(h0) (dashed line) for h0 > h1 
provided  = 0.03 N/m, 0 = 5.8 kPa, and qc,NS(h1) = qc,FS(h2) = 4.5 m-1. Considering that qc is 
obliged to be bigger (smaller) than 2/lpin for qc = qc,FS(h0) (qc = qc,NS(h0)) to be valid, the data of 
Fig. S3(c) requires 2/lpin to be the plateau value of qc (= 4.5 m-1) in the intermediate h2  h0  
h1 region. Correspondingly, the effective shear modulus is 2eff, /c pinq l   = (/3)( 2/lpin)
4h0
3. Below 
we summarize the qc’s and eff’s for different cases.  
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For no-slip (NS) cases,                           0
1
0
4
c 3
3
( )q
h


   and eff,NS 0  .                     (S9) 
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For cases with qc = 2/lpin,  
                                
c
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q
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2ef
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f, 0/
n
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( )
3c pin
lq
l
h
 
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Equations (S9)-(S11) indicate that different boundary conditions give rise to different h0 
dependences for the values of eff obtained by fitting Eq. (1) to the experimental PSD’s. This 
allows us to use the eff(h0) dependence found in experiment as a means to assess the boundary 
condition for the films in the rubbery state. As discussed in the main text, one may also use the 
eff(h0) dependence to assess the boundary condition for the films in the viscous liquid state. The 
findings that the h0 > 100 nm films comply with the no-slip condition for eff(h0) but the strongly 
slipping condition for eff(h0) indicate that the substrate pinning of our films may relax during 
experiment. In the PS393k and PS940k films, the crossover time, , between the fast and slow 
dynamic modes is shorter than the reptation time, rep. We interpret  to be the relaxation time of 
the substrate pins.    
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VII. Estimate for the upper limit of /h0 in this experiment 
In this experiment, we found that  = 5.8 x 106 Pas/nm. For PS115k, bulk = 3.8 x 108 
Pas at T = 393 K. By using a typical surface capillary wavelength of 1.26 m for  (i.e., q = 5 
m-1) and the maximum experimental film thickness, h0,max = 1000 nm (which leads to the 
biggest /h0 = bh0/2), we estimate the upper limit of /h0 to be  0.042. The fact that it is << 1 
justifies our use of the weak slip model. 
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